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"Xiong Er, come here."

Lin Ruoshi shouted towards Bear Two.

"Hey, come on my master." Bear two attentive like a dog leg quickly ran over,
then hands will Lin Ruoshi cupped in the position of the stomach, Lin Ruoshi is sitting in the paw
of the bear two.

This scene is inexplicably familiar.

How so like Crazy Animal City, the big dog bear bodyguard it? That little mouse

princess is not so stand in the hands of the big dog bear it.

Xu Hongfeng can not run, ashamed and indignant, he simply do not want to face
the former enemy Lin Hao, simply play dead, do not move.

Lin Hao also do not want to take their lives here, these people can not be a threat to
him, not to mention that these people really have enough misery, Lin Hao feel a little
overwhelmed.



"Illusory spirit beast! This, this panda is an illusionary spirit beast! Why!" Xu
Yanran finally found something wrong and looked at Xiong Er incomparably frightened.

Why can this illusionary spirit beast talk!

Why is this illusionary spirit beast able to eat thunder meteorites and control that
lizard thunder beast!

Xu Yanran called her own fire fox out and doubted life even more.

The same illusionary spirit beast, why is the difference so big?

Lin Hao was also frozen: "Your illusionary spirit beast can't talk?"

Xu Yanran shook her head, her fire fox, can not speak, can not eat thunder meteor,
much less communicate with thunder beasts ......

At this time, Xu Yanran looked at the Fire Fox that was trembling beside her, her
eyes were full of disgust.

Lin Hao is secretly shocked, this bear two but as soon as it appears to be able to
talk ah, it seems, is really a mutated thunder beast.



Lin Ruoshi is unblinking gaze at the fire fox beside Xu Yanran, soft voice sounded:
"sister, your fire fox is so beautiful ah, sell? If not, it's okay to exchange it with you with Bear II."

Bear two: ......

Bear two almost did not die on the spot. Lin Hao they got on the back of the lizard,
as a mount to use, incomparable 'friendly' farewell Xu family people, continue Xiong Er's
Spiritual Domain robbery journey ...... ah no, is to collect protection fees journey.

After Lin Hao and the others left, Xu Hongfeng crowd had a look of life after the

robbery, and then revealed a look of life and death.

"Young master, we, we're not slaves of that illusionary spirit beast anymore?"

"Yes, young master, do we really want to be miners for them for free? Then we

won't get anything!"

Several people from the Xu family asked Xu Hongfeng, Xu Hongfeng's face
turned red and his head was about to explode, only Xu Yanran opened her mouth but didn't say
anything.

"Shut up all of you!" Xu Hongfeng said angrily, "All shut the fuck up!"



"That's just a beast, what are you afraid of! Hurry up and look for the Thunder

Meteor, get some of them and we'll just leave, or hide, he can still find us?"

Xu Hongfeng's words made the crowd react, this is true, afraid of a hair ah!

Just, several people looked at each other, all the damn remaining bottom, also Xu
Yanran a complete, this ...... this if you find the lightning meteor, hide where ah?

Moreover, they do not know, Lin Hao before leaving, found the special use of that
positioning watch, that is to mark the target, several of them have been marked, as long as they
still have the watch, then there is no escape from the clutches of Lin Hao, no, the clutches of Xiong
Er, which has nothing to do with Lin Hao.

Lin Hao's side, a pleasant trip to collect protection money began.

In just one day's work, Xiong Er tamed another even more ferocious thunder beast,
a thunder beast that was even bigger than the human ape Tarzan, with even more ferocious
strength.

That is, a day's work, the team that entered the Spiritual Domain, more than
two-thirds of them let Lin Hao scavenged all over? Love Lu Wu Wu Lu Pao Lu Yi?



More than a hundred thunder meteorites, seven or eight spiritual cores, a good
harvest, but this time Lin Hao all collected into the space of the sea of consciousness to go.

Damn, only a hundred lightning meteorites, Xiong Er this goods and beans like, if
Lin Hao did not stop, now let Xiong Er swallowed up.

Spiritual domain also spread the legend of the devil Lin Hao, that is a devil, more
frightening existence than the thunder beast, let people hear the pale, listen to the chills!
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A group of teams that had been scavenged out gathered miserably, trying to use the power of their
team to finish Lin Hao and the others off, while those that hadn't been robbed were all too scared
to venture out, scattering and hiding as far away as they could.

Thus, a magical scene occurred in the Spirit Domain, everyone stopped digging

and killing thunder beasts to obtain spirit cores.

The teams that had been patronised by Xiong Er went crazy looking for Lin Hao
and the others. As for those who hadn't been patronised, they didn't bother to go digging and
tried to hide themselves away.

This news was also reported up by the Dragon Team members stationed inside on
patrol, and the news reached Nan Feng and Cang Wolf first.



The news reached Nan Feng and Cang Wolf first. "What a mess ......" Cang Wolf

was speechless: "Nan Hu, what should we do? We wanted to let them in to look for opportunities

and see if we could find the core. But the chief has made such a mess.

He shook his head helplessly, "Forget it, that's the chief, what can we do, let him
do what he wants, tell the Vermilion Bird to handle it."

However the Vermilion Bird who got the news brightened up and instead of being
bitter, his eyes lit up and he directly passed orders to the Southern Tiger and the others, "Cooperate
fully with the chief! Tell all those who have been robbed to honestly go digging for the chief!"

"This thunder meteor must be related to the search for the core, the more the better,
all members of the Dragon Group also cooperate fully, plus the chief has the means to
communicate with the thunder beasts and tame them, it should not be too easy to find the core!"

Good man!

With Vermilion Bird's brain, it instead made Lin Hao even smoother, completely
transforming into a slave master in the spirit domain, whether it was the Dragon Team or those

teams involved, all became ruthless digging tools under Lin Hao's command!

The members of the Dragon Team found those teams that had been looted once
by Xiong Er, and when these teams saw the members of the Dragon Team, they were all as
excited as if they had seen their families, and started to tell on them.



As a result, the next second everyone chose to die on the spot.

Instead of ignoring their complaints, the Dragon Team directly ordered them to

fully cooperate with Lin Hao's digging, while giving them clothes and digging tools, the Dragon
Team became the overseer of the ......

It is worth mentioning that also on theWang family, Xu family these families who
have provoked Lin Hao, was Xiong Er focus on care, basically what are stripped bare.

And the other teams are slightly better, the clothes are still left on.

So far, only the Long family's team had gone into hiding, and Lin Hao had not yet
run into them, but in fact Lin Hao still wanted to run into the Long family's team.

The Vermilion Bird's order had been given, and Lin Hao did not know it yet. At
this moment, Lin Hao's group was in a basin in the southwest of the Spiritual Domain, and a

dozen or so thunder beasts of different sizes and shapes were assembled together to dig a pit, and
the large pit in front of them was flickering with thunder and the rocks were even harder than ever.

Some of the thunder beasts' claws were even bleeding, and the blood with the

thunder aura showed how hard the rocks were, but these thunder beasts did not dare to be the least
bit slow.



But these thunder beasts didn't dare to slow down at all, because next to them, this
demon, Bear Two, was pacing back and forth with his hands behind his back, staring at them
with a deadly stare!

The worst part is that there is also a black coloured centipede with a horrific aura
staring at them, so if they are lazy, they will be swallowed by this guy.

"What are you dawdling about? Hurry up and dig! Haven't you eaten?"

The thunder beasts wanted to die, they really hadn't eaten, they had been digging

for two days and two nights. They had been digging for two days and two nights. They had been
digging for two days and two nights, and they hadn't stopped!

"What are you looking at? Dig, do you want to be eaten?"

All the thunder beasts shuddered and became even more frightened, their claws
were worn flat and they didn't even care, digging like mad.

This devil!

"It's so inhuman, so devilish." Not far away by the tent, Lin Hao leaned on his

lamb skewer while spitting at Bear Er.



Lei Ling was a bit tearful, if Bear Er was inhumane, then you were the real dog. If
Xiong Er did this, you didn't authorise it? How dare you have the nerve to spit on Bear Er!
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"Daddy, can I eat now?" Lin Ruoshi never took her eyes off the lamb skewers, her mouth watering
with the look of a little glutton.

"Soon, soon, it will be ready to eat in a moment." Lin Hao told Lei Ling to continue
cuffing, and he himself pulled out another packet of chicken wings from space and began to

process them slowly and leisurely.

It had been two days since Lin Hao had arrived here, and it was simply too

comfortable to set up a tent, eat and drink, and swim in the mountains.

Because of the pitch-black, thousand-legged centipede that emitted a lurid aura,
there were not many thunder beasts running over to disturb them.

The basin was within a primeval forest, surrounded by reckless forests that shaded
the sky.

The basin, on the other hand, was overgrown with weeds and strange rocks, but
the centre of the basin was filled with thunder power that was incomparably dense.



The reason why he didn't continue to collect protection fees was that one was that
after robbing two-thirds of the team, it turned out that he might as well do the digging himself,
and the other was that everyone had just entered and didn't have much stock, so Lin Hao didn't
rush to cut the leeks.

Simply let Xiong Er ask these thunder beasts, these natives should know better

where there are thunder meteorite mines, and then arrived here, while also being abducted by

Xiong Er's newly tamed little brother, a few digging tool beasts, just those dozen poor guys who
kept digging day and night.

All Lin Hao had to do was, cook for Xiao Shi and the girls, take his daughter
around the primeval forest, tell stories, and be nice.

"Ho ho ho, can we start dinner big boss?" Bear Two smelled the smell of chicken
wings and looked at the yellow-orange, moist and oily chicken wings baking, tears flowed down

from the corner of his mouth.

"Don't keep thinking about food, how was your harvest today?" Lin Hao slapped
Xiong Er's paw.

"Big Boss, don't be like that, in order for a horse to run, it has to eat grass first,
how can you have the strength to work if you don't eat enough." Bear Two had a look of

aggravation on his face.

"Yo-ho, then why are they so energetic when they haven't eaten anything?" Lin
Hao pointed at the distant one that was vigorously waving its paws? Yisheng er ai paw yisheng yi?
A dozen thunder beasts.



"It's all here." Xiong Er helplessly threw a bag containing thunder meteorites in

front of Lin Hao: "I've gotten about three hundred of them this morning."

Lin Hao beckoned and put it into space, and didn't stop Xiong Er from continuing

to eat and drink. This was really efficient, in two days of work, he had already dug out thousands
of Thunder Meteorites.

This was when the black thousand-legged centipede, which was large enough to
encircle the basin in a circle and close to two hundred metres long, fiercely raised its head

towards Xiong Er's side and let out a sound similar to an infrasound chirp.

Those few thunder beasts also sensed something, but they did not dare to stop

their hand movements in the slightest.

Xiong Er waved his hand, and all these thunder beasts quieted down and stopped

digging. Bear Two slurred his words as he ate from several chicken wings in one bite, "Big Boss,
there are seven people approaching our way."

"Oh? Someone's coming?" Lin Hao's eyes lit up, this didn't require him to look

for them, instead he took the initiative to find them?

At this moment, the sound of several people talking came from the forest outside

the basin, and one of the voices was still slightly familiar to Lin Hao.



"Grand Elder, there won't be any danger here, right?"

"Yes Grand Elder, we've been searching for two days now, and the other party just
seems to have disappeared, they wouldn't have earned enough and just run away, would they?"

"Shut up all of you! That little bastard Lin Hao definitely can't have run away, he
must be hiding somewhere, as long as we have enough lightning meteorite mines, we won't need
to look for them, we will find them ourselves ......" Long Yuan frowned and displeasedly

interrupted a few people, this time the Dragon Family's leader was not Long Kai Tian, but the
Dragon Family's Eldest Elder Long Yuan.

Just before Long Yuan could finish his words, he happened to come out of the

jungle and saw the basin in front of him.

Seeing the scene before them, everyone in the Long Family was dumbfounded,
their heads spinning a little.

Lin Hao, on the other hand, was cuffing his barbecue with ease, revealing a
devilish smile, "Elder Long Yuan, I heard you're looking for this little bastard of mine, huh?"

Long Yuan's entire head buzzed!

Lin Hao had brought his daughter and that little seven year old girl from the Lei
family, plus a panda, and was actually having a picnic by the tent ......
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Just to give them the chills, the black thousand-legged centipede that circled the basin, with
hundreds of eyes on its head as well as its back, was staring straight at them, including the dozen
or so thunder beasts that saw them as if they had seen delicious food!

"Run!" Long Yuan turned and ran, running far away before shouting these words,
the old man was really frightened by this bizarre situation.

It seems that the rumors are true, Lin Hao this brat also does not know what

method he used, actually can really control the lightning beast in the spirit domain.

Then what the hell!

Not to mention the dozens of thunder beasts, just that one behemoth
thousand-legged centipede will scare Long Yuan enough.

These days of experience, so that the old era martial artists in this spirit domain

clearly perceive a problem, the heart can be a huge gap!

The new era illusionary spiritist, can even cross the level to challenge the thunder
beast!



But on the contrary, they, the old era martial artists, will be challenged by the

thunder beast over the level, simply makes them want to die.

A grand master, it is possible that he would be completely abused by a lightning

beast of the clan master realm!

The most fatal point is that the old era martial artist's attack means are almost

useless against the thunder beast!

Looking at the fleeing Long Yuan and the others, Lin Hao was unmoved and

continued to grill the barbecue for his daughter.

Xiong Er, on the other hand, gave a look to the thousand-legged centipede Xiao

Hei, who understood and clattered, setting off a cloud of smoke and dust.

Three minutes later, the seven members of the Dragon Family were captured

without exception and were woefully still on the edge of the tent.

"Grand Elder Long Yuan, what's wrong with you? Didn't you just say you were

looking for me, why did you run when you saw me? I'm so scary?" Lin Hao the string of chicken
wings gnawed to the bone left handed to Long Yuan: "Eat one?"

Long Yuan was furious with shame and anger, coldly snorted, murderous gaze
glared at Lin Hao but did not say a word.



"Why are you glaring at me, making it seem like you can eat me." Lin Hao
casually threw the chicken bones, the little black mouth suddenly sprang up a few meters long

tongue a roll, directly swallowed the chicken bones bones.

Lei Ling on the side pinching thighs to hold back laughter, she can see that Lin
Hao heart is also living a devil ah. Not let Xiong Er to bring bad, but these days let Xiong Er to

bring bias, completely will heart that beast to let out.

"Lin Hao you shall not be allowed to die! If you do anything to us, my Long

Family Master will definitely not let you go!"

"Lin Hao hurry up and let us go, or else the consequences will be too much for you
as well as the Lin family to bear!" Several members of the Long Family all chided one after

another, except for Long Yuan who stared at Lin Hao with a deadly stare, not saying a word.

This situation is restricted, saying anything is useless, Long Yuan is not stupid to

this extent.

"Oh? The head of the Long family is not the Long Yuan Grand Elder? Didn't Long
Grievous Heaven let those two old guys from the Qing Yun Heavenly Palace capture the strong
man? Is it hard to come back?" Lin Hao was quite surprised.

Long Grievous Heaven was no longer in the Long Family, and Long Kai Tian was

going to have no news, so it was reasonable to say that the new head of the Long Family should be

Long Yuan.



"The head of our Dragon Family is ......"

"Shut up!" Long Yuan finally spared to speak up, ? Zero Yi whisked Shan dyed Ai

Yi steak? Angrily scolded that dragon family man, this idiot almost exposed the young master.

Long Yuan deadly glare at Lin Hao: "Lin Hao little thief, we fell into your hands
today, to kill or death is at your disposal, why so humiliated people!"

"That's right, ah, we are already a deep hatred, have to put that kind of stupid

vicious words that will not let me go what to do." Lin Hao threw the ungrilled skewers in his hand

to Lei Ling and Xiong Er to continue grilling.

He himself clapped his hands and stood up, looking at Long Yuan: "I'm not a bad

guy anyway, I won't make it too hard for you, how about this, let's make a bet?"

Lei Ling really did not hold back a puff of laughter, Lin Hao said this is absolutely
the opposite, should be 'I'm not a good guy anyway' is right!

"What do you want to do!" Long Yuan looked at Lin Hao, wondering what kind of
mind Lin Hao was playing again.



"Simple, let's have a fight." Lin Hao raised his eyebrows, "If you win, then you can
all leave alive, but all the lightning meteorites and spirit cores you've collected in the past three

days, leave them all for me!"
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"Of course, if you lose, sorry, in addition to the Spiritual Core and Thunder Meteor staying, you'll
have to work for me for free until you leave the Spiritual Domain!"

"Lin Hao! You? Closed Wu zero love whisking Xi'er Yi? Little son of a bitch,
don't bully people too much!" Even with Long Yuan's calm and steady mind, he couldn't help but
explode at this moment!

You are not so bullying ah!

No matter win or lose, the most miserable is still them, the wild goose is pulling

out the hair is you this goods, right?

Lin Hao looked at Long Yuan like he was a fool.

Xiong Er has stood up and began to fist, that a big centipede, at this time all eyes
are staring straight at Long Yuan, a command, the big centipede will probably not hesitate to
swallow these seven people of the Long family to the stomach.



Long Yuan then suddenly reacted, the initiative is not in him at all.

"Just compare!" Long Yuan late Grand Master's Dao implication surged up, a
ripple formed around him, he was the one who alone had killed a late Grand Master level thunder

beast, Lin Hao had no Dao implication, but was just a peak Grand Master, what was he afraid of!

"God said, this world must have light, so the God Lord of Light descended." Long
Yuan's mouth chattered divinely, reciting words as he spoke, and the ripples on his body began to
gradually intensify, followed by a dazzling light that lit up.

Dazzling and dazzling, like a ten thousand watt bulb!

Lin Hao narrowed his eyes, what kind of Dao embodiment is this?

The Dao of Light?

At the same time Lin Hao also perceived a somewhat familiar aura, this light, how
there is a breath of the angelic god Avril, but very faint.

"Became a dog of the Angelic Church? Interesting."

Sword intent!



Lin Hao drew his Xuan Yuan sword, surrounded by thunderous sword intent, as
the sword domain god walked out, a thunderous sword domain was formed around him, while
his feet stepped on the sword qi and rushed up to the sky!

"Light and Shadow Chop!"

Long Yuan light raised to the peak of the realm, with his hand into a sword

towards Lin Hao, a hundred-meter-long lightsaber carrying the momentum of opening up the sky

and earth fell fiercely, the surrounding air were like boiling boiling water to produce invisible

surges.

Everywhere the sword light went, space produced violent ripples.
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"So fierce!"

Lin Hao is also eyelids a, this aura is a little terrifying.

The seven kill divine sword decision fifth style, human sword unity!



Sword Qi around the body quickly converge into Lin Hao's body, bursting out of
the sky sword intent, at the same time, Lin Hao's hand Xuan Yuan sword, blooming amazing
lightning!

In a flash, a giant sword more than ten meters long and Lin Hao fused into one, the
sword body surrounded by a thunderous flickering thunder dragon, emitting an amazing dragon
roar.

Boom!

Stunning sword light and the divine sword surrounding the thunder dragon
collided with a bang, erupting with a startling sound, passing dozens of miles away, the
surrounding several people embracing the gigantic trees, like bean curd, stopped and collapsed

down a piece.

The rocks in the basin crumbled, flying sand and rocks, can see how terrifying the

collision of two people!

"Blah blah blah." Lin Ruoshi was watching the two fight while eating a barbecue,
and as a result, a strong wind hit her, and her mouth was full of sand and dirt debris.

"Old thing! You're up to something!" Bear two is also bursting with rage, soon to
be able to eat, only to let this blow give the aftermath of all ruined!



"How is it possible!" Long Yuan shocked burst back a dozen meters away, Lin
Hao like a divine sword proudly standing in the void, but only slightly backed up a few steps.

Lin Hao was greatly delighted, powerful powerful, really powerful.

With the thunder power added, the power of the Seven Killings divine Sword Duel
almost doubled!

The attacks against the old era martial artists even contain the true intent of thunder,
so it is easy to challenge beyond the level!

However, against the peak level of the clan division thunder beast, then also have
a battle, counting, Lin Hao should now also be considered a new era of the illusionary spirit

master, but, Lin Hao so far did not find out where his illusionary spirit beast.

"How is it possible?" Long Yuan knew that Lin Hao had the ability to challenge

across levels, but he was a late Grand Master ah, why would the gap be so big?
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Wait!

Is it because of the thunder on the sword, this guy absorbed the power of the

thunder meteor?



Long Yuan as if he had discovered a new continent, so it is so!

No wonder this guy did not hesitate to pull down his face to rob other people's
thunder meteor, but because of this.

It was this discovery that made Long Yuan even more unwilling to hand over the
Thunder Meteor in his hand.

"Blazing sun? Xi Fu Er Yi Di Xi Zero Ai?!"

Long Yuan's aura climbed again, the light surrounding his body once again soared,
that feeling was more than ten times more terrifying than looking directly at the noon sun!

"This old thing so scary?" Lin Hao also could not help but be shocked, this is a bit
fierce ah!

Lin Hao unbound the divine sword unity, holding the Xuan Yuan sword in his

hand grinned lightly: "Can try that move now!"

"Stellar Burst!"



With a hiss from Dragon Abyss, the blindingly hot sun covered the entire

perimeter of the basin and even spread out several hundred meters, at this moment, Dragon Abyss
completely transformed into the sun!

"Little Black, protect Little Shi!" Xiong Er shouted, directly by the

thousand-legged centipede a roll to take everyone away from the basin.

The rest of the Long family's face blackened into a pot of ashes as they looked at
the Long Yuan who was like the sun, they pitifully escaped without a chance!

Explosion!

Long Yuan the whole person exploded, just like a nuclear bomb blast in front of

the feeling, a horrible mushroom cloud rose to the sky, destroying everything around!

Lin Hao held the Xuan Yuan sword starting stance!

The sixth form of the Seven Killing Divine Sword Duel!

A sword to open the gates of heaven!

This is the famous technique of Immortal Emperor Bei Xuan!



In a flash, the thunder power of Lin Hao's sea of consciousness was drained by

one-third!

A dazzling sword qi with the fierce momentum of opening the heavens and earth
towards Long Yuan!

Lin Hao still suspended in the void, without any movement, at this moment, the
lonely shadow shines in awe. The sound of the explosion triggered the whole field, even Lin Hao's
eyelids jumped more than wildly, this meow is simply a walking human nuclear bomb ah 1

However, Long Yuan really did not find? Although his current realm is the late

Grand Master level, but the combat power in the new era of the destruction, only left the mid
Grand Master level!

That sword, shocking the world, the sun and moon change color!

It was as if the firmament was torn open a gate, a gate, as if straight to the
heavenly palace!

Another explosion rang out, the eternal light mass that was split in two by Lin

Hao's sword, once again a shocking explosion.



The terrifying sword aura pointed straight at the place of the Dragon Abyss Grand
Elder's throat!

"Blazing Flame Chop!"

Long Yuan roared with his utmost fury, and with a wave of his hand, a terrifying
sword light comparable to that surged from the Blazing Sun Flare, hardened to cancel out Lin

Hao's appalling sword.

Lin Hao's body suddenly burst back a distance of more than ten feet, the
terrifying recoil force makes Lin Hao feel the blood in his body surge, the sea of consciousness of
the thunder suddenly become violent and unstable.

However, Lin Hao surface no sadness, seemingly uninjured, in fact, has suffered
internal injuries.

The surface is as stable as an old dog, the inner heart panic a group!

This Dragon Abyss strength is really not simple!

As for Long Yuan, it was much more miserable, spitting blood and flying

backwards a hundred feet away, fell in the middle of the reckless jungle, exploded a

hundred-meter crater, smoke and dust rolled, blood spitting wildly!



Although Long Yuan counteracted this sword, but there is no way to counteract the
sword intent of Lin Hao's sword!

The seven kill divine sword duel core sixth form, but also hard to draw off a third

of Lin Hao's consciousness sea of thunder power, the sword qi tainted with overbearing thunder,
so that Long Yuan is injured, limbs and bones are even more thunder ravaged beyond recognition.

"You have to believe in light!"

In the middle of the big pit, still rolling with smoke and dust, Long Yuan's voice
rolled out, like the great Dao Brahma sound, if the gods whispered ......

A terrifying energy fluctuations from that smoke and dust rolling in the center of
the big pit, slowly emanated, the sacred six-manifold sacred light from the sky, the whole of
Long Yuan will be enveloped in it, Long Yuan's body thunder power quickly dissipated, the
injuries on the body is visible to the naked eye rapid recovery.

Little black is to take advantage of the opportunity to rush Lin Ruo Shi all of them
away, can not be this battle fluctuations to injury, as for the other children of the Dragon family,
see this scene are stunned, these two, are strong enough!
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In the midst of the holy light, Long Yuan rushed up to the sky, bathed in the holy light, with a
pious look and a firm gaze, hundreds of meters apart, but Long Yuan's gaze seemed to be close at
hand: "Do you believe in light?"



Long Yuan's voice was full of compulsion and divine influence.

This influence upset Lin Hao, with a strong instinctive rejection.

Lin Hao gaze disgusted shake off the head, will that influence to the back of the
mind, followed by the corners of the mouth grin: "Gaia? Or is it Deja?"

"You don't believe in light! God said, if you believe in light, light from the heart.
All things in heaven and earth, for light eternal!"

Long Yuan's state of mind, not at all received Lin Hao's flirtation and affected, at
this time, Long Yuan, more like a puppet, saying the long-set lines.

But every time Long Yuan opened his mouth, the aura on his body would become
more terrifying and more solidified!

Lin Hao's face gradually became ugly, damn, this guy is inviting outside help ah!

The seven kill divine sword duel fifth style, human sword unity!



Lin Hao's body power burst, rushing sword intent in this moment, as if condensed
like substance, a tens of meters long sword Qi, emitting dazzling golden light, the sword body

surrounded by two thunder divine dragon, divine dragon vivid.

"Super, the light of the blazing sun!"

Once again, the dragon abyss transformed into a sun and darted towards Lin Hao,
followed by a horrible temperature so hot that it melted everything in the world, a violent roar, a
mushroom cloud shot up into the sky, and the dragon abyss was like a human-sized nuclear

bomb that exploded once again.

Lin Hao divine thought, dozens of meters of sword Qi hard mushroom cloud

down on the head!

This sword, the sword intent is monstrous, enduring!

Another heaven-blinding light erupted, the world seemed to be enveloped in a

heaven-blinding light.

The earth-shattering battle here attracted the attention of countless people, however,
seeing this scene, all the spirit domain exploration teams, almost without hesitation, have moved
away from here, even those thunder beasts also did the same.

The blooming appalling explosion is still not over!



Explosions continued to ring out, all around this basin was blown to craters, more
horrible than once, as if someone had thrown five or six nuclear bombs in this jungle!

Lin Hao was blown up some miserable, all over his body is blood, skin open flesh,
the sea of consciousness in the thunder power ten not survive one, even maintain the level of unity
of the human sword can not reach, even the hand holding the Xuan Yuan sword, can not stop
trembling.

Long Yuan's situation and how much better, the whole person exploded like coal,
scorched black, breath depressed.

"You lost, the man who brought his own nuclear bomb." Lin Hao revealed a smile
with difficulty, this Long Yuan is really difficult to deal with, the most headache is that this guy
carries a touch of God's residence aura, it seems that the Long family and the Angelic Church, has
a thousand and one relations ah.

"Lose? How can I lose!"

Long Yuan's gaze was hideous, and his expression was even more insane!

Long Yuan's body once again flooded with an appalling aura, and roared word by

word: "I believe in light!"



Then Lin Hao very much cooperated by yelling, "Gaia!"

Long Yuan was frozen by Lin Hao's steep howl of this voice, and his breath could
not help but fiercely stagnate.

"Sword intent vertical! Give me a blast!"

Lin Hao laughed heatedly, struck little old brother!

In just now, Lin Hao has used up all the thunder power, set up a killing array, Long
Yuan simply did not notice, its head a thousand meters high in the air, more than a hundred
surrounded by appalling thunder, astounding sword intent sword Qi, has completely surrounded

him!

In the moment when Long Yuan was dazed, one hundred and fifty swords

descended from the sky, with Long Yuan as the center, exploded in an instant, the longitudinal
sword intent wreaked havoc on one side, the terrifying power convergence of the explosion, more
terrifying than that Long Yuan's own nuclear explosion special effects!

"This bastard sneak attack!"

"Crap, really shameless, this kind of thing also do it, understand? Shan closed

intention love Shan Yi zero steak? Do not know how to respect the old and love the old ah!"



"shameless Lin Hao, heh te!"

Seeing this scene, angry dragon family that a few people have broken the mouth

cursing, that is a righteous indignation, want to lip-synching with spit will Lin Hao to drown.
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Unfortunately, in response to their angry curses is that a ray of thunder beasts eat people's
blood-colored gaze.

By these thunder beasts deadly glare, and each murderer strength is not bad,
scared the dragon family those people enough, stammering half a day, simply ruthless up even
their own people scold: "This ...... this simply, well done!"

The big battle ended, the smoke and dust dispersed, Long Yuan outside crispy

lying in the middle of a large pit, breath weak near death, the fragrance of that skin open flesh are
close to those thunder beasts to greedy cry.

"Little ones, all of them are stripped and robbed! Not a single one left, and then,
all give me good to go digging!"

Seeing this, Xiong Er leapt out, claws waved, a group of thunder beasts swarmed
against the Long family, and the thunder meteorite ores and thunder beast spirit cores that the Lei
family had been digging these days, without exception, were all scavenged, even the things on
their own were gone ah.



Each sadly only a pair of bottoms left, and a few days Lin Hao specially

developed tools for mining.

Even Long Yuan could not escape, after being woken up by Xiong Er with means,
he was directly thrown to the mine.

What a miserable ah!

The Long family of the five great families of Jinling, the eldest elder and a group
of young talent, now reduced to Lin Hao's merciless digging tools people, the key also have to
work with a group of thunder beasts, how can a miserable word!

"Hahahaha, this is now developed." Bear two ran over, a face of excitement: "Big
boss, you do not know ah, just now that battle, the Long family that bastard crazy self-destruction
nuclear flat out a large pit, directly hidden in the large pit below the lightning meteorite all

exposed, digging up, simply not too easy!"

"Go away ah you! Have some eyesight!"

However, the response to bear two is a slap of the thunder spirit, thunder spirit now
although not yet become illusionary spirit master, but the strength of the body is the peak of the
Grand Master existence, a slap directly bear two to slap out.

The pupils of the thunder beasts that were working fiercely shrunk, revealing a
look of horror, hurriedly lowered their heads incomparably serious digging, the function of the



tool man developed to the extreme ah, even if the claws are bubbling blood, but still digging out
a streak of shadow!

In the eyes of these thunder beasts, this bear two is the boss, the real fierce and
terrifying existence, the result of the boss of such an existence, by that human hand slapped away,
that slapped away they are not just like a joke?

No way, this is the difference between lightning beasts and humans.

In fact, bear two can restrain them, the greatest ability or because of the ability to
devour thunder, thunder spirit is strong, but hit them among the weakest thunder beasts are

difficult to beat, no way, no new era of illusionary spiritist power, simply can not break the

defense.

In the tent, Lei Ling for Lin Hao to deal with wounds, heartache to the exquisite
face if a million years of cold ice, she could not wait to Long Yuan to kill on the spot, but to Lin
Hao stopped.

It is angry, the result of Xiong Er this goods without some eyesight to disturb,
directly by Lei Ling a slap to fly out.

"How is Lin Hao brother, how do you feel?" Lei Ling's pretty face was full of

worry.



Because Lei Ling did not have the Dao implication, and even more so, she did not
know the real situation of Lin Hao, but seeing that Lin Hao did not have a piece of intact skin, and
his body was covered with skin and flesh, she was still very worried.

The side of the Lin Ruo Shi tears barred down, tears are falling in Lin Hao wound,
Lin Ruo Shi also constantly to Lin Hao wound blowing: "Dad does not hurt, small? The most

important thing is that you have to be able to get a good idea of what you are doing. The poem to

daddy blow, daddy is an adult, do not cry oh."

Lin Hao was not pain crying, but let this little girl to warm up crying, their own
real sweet little cotton coat ah.

The childish voice is full of heartache and worry.

Lin Hao smiled and shook his head, tenderly wiping away the tears at the corner
of Lin Ruoshi's eyes: "Daddy is fine, little Shi is not allowed to cry ah."

Lin Ruoshi's voice was soft and cute, and with anxiety: "I ...... I don't want to cry,
but the tears it doesn't obey, I can't help it, woo."
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Lin Ruoshi delicate as a porcelain doll's little face is full of anxiety, obviously listened to Lin

Hao's words do not want to cry, but tears still can not stop falling down.



Lin Hao and Lei Ling look at each other, is good and heartbroken, Lin Hao is full
of pride, worthy of his own daughter.

The good thing is that Lin Hao's injuries quickly recovered, Lin Ruoshi and Lei

Ling can be considered relieved.

In fact, Lin Hao did not suffer any injuries, Lin Hao's body strength is only

slightly less than Lei Ling, and the battle with the Dragon Abyss, seemingly seriously injured, but
in fact is only a serious loss of consciousness sea thunder power.

When absorbing the thunder power of hundreds of thunder meteor, the sea of
consciousness is full and the sea of consciousness also began to expand a bit, is infinitely close to
the degree of the middle innate realm spirit master.

The injuries on the body are naturally visible to the naked eye? The recovery

over.

Lin Hao was curious, clearly Lei Ling also does not have the slightest Dao

implication, not considered a true martial powerhouse, so in the context of this era, she should be

able to become an illusionary spirit master is, why has not started by now?

Lin Hao probed the situation inside Lei Ling's body, and indeed a sea of

consciousness was born, but it was only thumb-thin, very small, and could only be considered a

seed of a sea of consciousness.



Helplessly, the thunder spirit could not absorb the power of the thunder meteor,
and there was no way to expand the sea of consciousness, so it seemed that it was necessary to use
other methods.

In the jungle outside the basin, five gray-headed, panic-stricken three men and
two women, living like beggars fleeing from the refugee cave.

These five people were the members of the squad led by Lin Hao, elite illusionists
carefully selected from the Dragon Group's reserves.

However, Lin Hao seems to have left the mission behind from the moment he

entered the Spiritual Domain, and these days he has been concentrating on collecting lightning

meteorites and spirit cores, really from one to the other!

As for the members of this squad, they had long been forgotten by Lin Hao in the
nooks and crannies.

Xiao Mu's face was gloomy and full of disdain: "I'm so angry, why did the top

make that bastard the captain? We almost didn't let the other teams eat us alive!"

"No, I'll definitely want a statement when I get back, don't let me run into that
bastard, or I'll definitely make him look good!" Xiao Mu's tone was full of anger, from the very

beginning he was extremely displeased with Lin Hao, and after entering the Spiritual Domain, his
displeasure with Lin Hao rose to a terrifying height.



Because Lin Hao was collecting protection fees in a big way, so these people
couldn't find any trouble with Lin Hao, so they simply looked for trouble with these few people,
and if it wasn't for the shelter of the Dragon Team members, they probably would have died for

an unknown number of times!

"XiaoMu what do you mean?" Zhao Chen frowned, his voice cold and first look at
Xiao Mu: "You are not the youngest Xiao family now, you are a soldier! Soldiers take obeying
orders as their natural duty, understand!"

Long hair flowing, gentle and generous Ye Yu at this time is also a bit torn, looked
at the two eventually said nothing.

But Lin Yin bluntly: "I do not think Xiao Mu is wrong, obeying orders is right, but
Lin Hao's actions, where like an officer's look?We are to obey orders, but this matter, he Lin Hao
also has to give us a reasonable explanation."

Seeing the valiant, short-haired Lin Yin spoke up, Zhao Chen did not say anything
else.

Chen Kai wearing glasses, a lewd face pushed the frame of the glasses on the nose:
"So what ...... we should more consider now is how to leave this well?"

Chen Kai opened his mouth, five people are silent, yes, leave this is what matters!



But how to leave? Outside seven or eight squads of dozens of people in the

squatting them, forcing them to this, is not to let them go to die?

These people do not dare to kill them directly, but they can force them to death!

The most damaging thing was that there were too many powerful auras of thunder
beasts lurking here.

"It's all because of that bastard Lin Hao! I don't care what you guys think, if I run
into him again, I'm going to make sure that he ......"
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Xiao Mu gritted his teeth and cursed, and before he could finish his sentence, another voice that
seemed to be a ghostly voice rang out, "Make him what?"

"Make him kneel down and beg for mercy!" Xiao Mu said without hesitation.

However, after Xiao Mu finished speaking, he suddenly found that his other four

team members, with complicated expressions and eyes even flushed with a touch of panic, were
all staring straight behind him.

Xiao Mu did not have the good grace to glare at them the same: "You guys do not
play me ah, I do not eat this!"



The next moment, a large hand gently patted on Xiao Mu's shoulder: "If it isn't
young master Xiao Mu, isn't it a coincidence that just now you said who kneeled down and

begged for mercy?"

Gah?

Xiao Mu's body froze, what,? The company's main business is to provide a wide
range of products and services to the market. What do you mean?

Xiao Mu turned his head with difficulty, but saw who was standing beside him? It

is not exactly what they just cursed Lin Hao and who else?

Now Xiao Mu are a little confused, but Xiao Mu quickly reacted, no ah Laozi have
reason to be afraid of what, XiaoMu immediately pointed at Lin Hao's nose and cursed: "Lin Hao,
what qualifications do you have when our captain look at what you did! You don't deserve to be
a captain at all!"

"Yes, yes, you're right." Lin Hao nodded his head repeatedly, "You should be the

captain all the more right."

Xiao Mu couldn't turn a corner, what do you mean? This is a compromise?



Zhao Chen just wanted to speak, while Lin Hao called out, "Little Black, come
here for a moment."

The sound of clattering sounded, as if the sound of dense feet on the ground, the
earth shook, a whirlwind rushed, how all of a sudden the surrounding black?

A closer look only to find that a large centipede of hundreds of meters coiled up
like a snake, surrounded the crowd in the middle.

"Boy!"

No one is not scared eyelids jumping wildly, swallowing wildly, this thing dense
feet and eyes on the back, simply make people's scalps numb.

"Little black, just this guy to teach him the rules here." Lin Hao is not afraid that

this little black does not understand what he said, after all, bear two is on the side to help translate
to.

The five people all to the scene in front of the frightened enough, this, this thing is
the middle of the Grand Master Thunder Beast ah, this is not the key, the key is this big guy even
listen to their captain's orders, this is never before ah!

It is also Lin Hao with a thunder beast sacked a day Spiritual Domain training
team, countless people have this idea, that is, want to domesticate a thunder beast as a mount, this



is how awesome, however, they all suffered a social beating, by the thunder beast abuse to death,
gradually people also gave up this idea.

"This is not fair!"

Xiao Mu is terrified, he is only an early innate realm illusionary spirit master ah,
this can not fight well!

"I, I want to fight also with you!" Xiao Mu glared at Lin Hao: "Come me and I will
fight!"

"Come on, Xiong Er." Lin Hao beckoned towards Xiong Er: "You translate for Xiao
Hei, what do you mean by tread horse fair! What tread horse tread horse fair!"

Xiong Er leapt down, roaring in anger, his body erupted with a shining thunder

glow, as appalling as a demon god coming out of a thunder pool!

Xiao Mu felt like his heart was about to explode, so unmartial virtue?

Xiao Mu almost did not hesitate, swish handed a bag to Lin Hao, sarcastic laugh:
"Hey, captain I'm kidding with you, you people how so not to tease it, I am that kind of person?
The organization's orders I am absolutely obedient!"



"Oh open." Lin Yin are surprised to look at Xiao Mu: "So this guy also has a time to
admit weakness, ah, rare."

"Bullsh*t! I am not conceding, I am listening to the captain, obeying the
organization's orders, do you understand?" Xiao Mu proudly tilted his head to argue, but his eyes
were full of stifled, think of him the young master of the hidden clan, the pride of the sky, became
an illusionary spirit master, and into the dragon group, since he was proud as can be, it is not too
much to say that his heart is higher than the sky, but the result was forced by Lin Hao to lower his

head, he was willing to be a ghost.

"Not bad, know how to behave, Xiong Er, leave it to you." Lin Hao smiled the bag
of lightning meteorites, slightly checked, there are about two hundred of them, a good harvest ah.
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